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1
WHY RHYMES?
Rhymes help them remember
What I try to teach.
When I embed the content,
More students I will reach.

Rhyme Time in Physical Education
This book is full of poems, rhymes, and call & returns designed to help physical educators deliver the
content of physical education to elementary school children. There are many ways to incorporate the
content and language of physical education into lessons. And there are times during each lesson when the
movement stops and we need kids to listen, pay attention, and think about what they are doing. The mindbody connection is strong, and if we can find ways to help students strengthen it, the result can be
improved skill acquisition and performance.
In my experience with young students, if I take the vocabulary for the skill or concept I’m trying to teach
and turn it into a fun-to-listen-to poem, rhyme, or call & return, it holds their attention and focus. Forging
the mind-body connection through the creative use of language helps students remember and develop a
deeper understanding of the concepts that form the foundation for the skills we’re helping them learn.
Using rhyme in physical education helps to cement skill cues, movement concepts, fitness concepts,
principles of movement, motor learning, strategy, and personal and social responsibility concepts in
children’s minds. Taking time to consciously strengthen neural pathways is well worth planning for.
Combining vocabulary and movement does just that. Rhyme Time in Physical Education provides an
engaging way for us to help students remember more of what we are trying to teach.
This chapter addresses why one might plan to use rhymes when teaching physical education. Chapters 2
through 7 include the poems, rhymes, and call & returns that fall into different content areas. Each of
those chapters also includes a section offering some strategies for implementation along with several
“snapshots” from my classes. Each snapshot includes a portion of a lesson and describes how I used a
1
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particular poem during class. Although I have chosen specific snapshots to go with each chapter, many
can be used in the same way with poems from other chapters. I’m sure you will come up with many of
your own ideas as you begin using this resource. I’d love to hear about them if you would like to share.
You will find my contact information at the end of the book.

The “Twofer”
As a physical educator, if you’re at all like me, it’s a constant challenge trying to fit all that you want your
students to learn, understand, and be able to do into the time allotted. Not to mention trying to motivate
and hold the attention of a class of very different learners. I’m constantly looking for the “twofer,” or even
the “threefer.” A twofer is a bargain whereby the investor gets two things for the price of one. In this
instance, I’m looking for two things for the time of one – time being the priceless commodity that every
teacher wants more of. When I can spend less time getting two or three things accomplished, it’s a very
good thing. Embedding content in poems and rhymes does just that. Actually, when it comes down to it,
you probably get a lot more than a twofer. Not only does this strategy integrate language arts in physical
education, it also applies brain-compatible learning strategies, content literacy strategies, helps to teach for
understanding, and let’s face it – it’s just more fun to listen to.

Brain-Compatible Learning Strategies
I was first introduced to the idea of cognitive science when I attended a national ASCD conference in San
Antonio, Texas. I signed up for a session led by Eric Jensen titled Teaching With the Brain in Mind. It was
probably one of the most eye-opening workshops I have ever attended. Why wouldn’t any teacher want to
learn more about tailoring their methods to the way the brain learns? I was able to make many connections
to my own teaching, and walked out of the session totally hooked on brain-compatible learning. I was so
interested in learning more, I signed up for a week-long conference led by Jensen in Boston that following
summer. I even managed to talk two classroom teachers into going with me. I can honestly say that
without a doubt it was one of the best educational experiences I have ever had. Not only did I learn about
brain-compatible learning and how to apply it to my teaching, I experienced it all week long as a student.
The methods employed to teach us were a reinforcement of all that we were learning, and the classroom
was brightly decorated with the content of the course. Most of the posters were rhymes with the content
embedded in them. I walked away remembering a lot of those rhymes and thereby remembered more of
the content. Rhymes grabbed my attention and helped me remember.
The brain-compatible learning concepts that are addressed in this resource are attention, memory and
choice. If this in any way grabs your attention and you are interested in developing your understanding of
brain-compatible learning/cognitive science and applying it to your teaching, I would highly recommend
visiting www.jensenlearning.com and signing up for a conference.
Attention & Memory
In order for students to learn anything, they first have to be paying attention. They can’t just look like
they’re paying attention; their brains must actually be paying attention. Just because they are sitting still
looking at you does not necessarily mean that they are connecting to what you are saying. There are
specific strategies you can implement to increase the likelihood that your students are not only looking
and listening, but that their brains are actually tuned in to what you are saying.
Rhymes both grab attention and help us remember. You can also grab the brain’s attention by using your
voice in a different way, using contrast, changing your location, or doing something that surprises them.
2
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There are many different ways to get attention, but what you do after you have it is really the key. Using
the rhymes and call & returns in this book coupled with purposeful movement experiences can help you
deliver some of your content in an attention-getting way that will aid in creating memory that “sticks” for
the long haul. When you combine this creative use of language with movement your students are using
different neural pathways that serves to strengthen memory. But be careful…if you do the same thing in
the same way all the time, they’ll get bored. And if they are bored, they’re definitely not paying attention
and they are probably not going to remember what you want them to. So, like any teaching method, use
rhymes when it makes sense. But don’t overuse them.
Choice
Choice is a powerful tool that educators can use to their advantage. It is associated with specific brain
chemistry and can serve as a useful teaching strategy. Think about it. Do you like being told exactly what
to do all the time? If you’re anything like me, you like choices. Kids like to have choices, too. While
teaching physical education classes, I have seen a marked increase in motivation and effort when I offer
students more choice. Choice plays a critical role in some of the ideas for using the center rhymes
included in the chapter on motor skills.

Teaching for Understanding & Skill Development
The poems, center rhymes and call & returns included in this resource address concepts and principles that
support what students learn in physical education. When young students build an understanding of cues,
concepts, and principles, it creates a strong foundation on which skills can be built. Getting them to
understand the brain-body connection and how they can use it to become more skillful is the first step in
creating self-directed learners. Sometimes non-physical educators don’t think about the fact that there are
three domains in teaching and learning in physical education: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. I
have always found that a strong cognitive foundation supports psychomotor learning and actually makes
acquiring skills easier. Embedding the content of elementary physical education in rhyme has helped me
help my students create a stronger foundation on which to build skill.
Turn-To vs. Call for Hands
Many times when we gather students together and ask them a question, those who know the answer shoot
their hands in the air and one person is called on to answer. Let’s consider this practice for a moment.
More often than not, it’s the same students raising their hands and being called on. It really only requires
one student to be engaged and provide an answer, thus letting everyone else off the hook. Students soon
learn that they can get out of answering if they just don’t raise their hand because Susie is always going to
do it anyway. What we really want is for everyone to process the information and share an answer.
A while back I gave up on that practice because I really want all students to be engaged in the process and
held accountable for contributing. Most of the time when I gather students in a circle, I quickly go around
and say “turn-to, turn-to…” until I make it around the inside of the circle and each student is now facing
another student, ready to discuss the answer to the question I pose. If there are an odd number of students,
when I get to the last three, I say “turn-three.” Then I give students a clue or questions. They have one
“walk-around” to share with their turn-to partner what they think the answer is, and to come to consensus
on what might be correct. A “walk-around” is simply the amount of time it takes me to walk around the
outside of the circle. If I think they will need a short time, I walk quickly. If they might require more time,
I walk slowly. When I get back to where I started, I tell them the correct answer (if there is only one), or I
give some possible responses. Students are instructed to give their partners a gentle high five if they were
3
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correct. A quick glance at how many high fives are being given gives me an idea of how many kids got it.
If I don’t see many high fives, I can use that information, re-teach or redesign the question, and try it
again. If there are lots of high fives, I can move on.
Using this method of questioning the group holds everyone accountable and ensures that everyone gets the
correct answer. As you read through the ideas for implementation in the following chapters, bear in mind
that when a strategy involves addressing the class as a group and asking a question, most of the time a
“turn-to” is used in order to involve everyone.

POEMS
The poems in each chapter vary in content, length, and style. They are chock full of physical education
content and can be used to introduce and reinforce a great deal of what is taught in elementary physical
education. It’s best to read them out loud to yourself before reading them to students so that you get the
correct cadence. It’s also fun and attention-getting to use different voice inflections, movements, and
facial animations.

CENTER RHYMES
The center rhymes included in the chapter on motor skills are printed so that they can be copied and used
by students during lessons designed for practicing specific motor skills. Each has a photograph that
provides a visual image for some of the cues. My students and I enjoyed working together creating these
pictures one day after school. The center rhymes are short, simple, and contain the skill cues you want
students thinking about as they learn and practice skills. I have found it worthwhile to copy all of them
one time, and then laminate them so they can be used again and again.

CALL & RETURNS
Call & returns are one or two lines designed to be used as review throughout the year to help make content
stick. If you don’t know what a call & return is, imagine a group of soldiers during marching practice. The
leader makes a call and the platoon responds with the return. In this case, the teacher reads the first part
(the call) and once taught, the students respond with the part that is underlined and in italics (the return).
By using a call & return kids review a concept over and over again at different times thus strengthening
neural pathways and making it stick. Using this strategy increases the likelihood of the concept being
recalled and applied at a later time when learning similar skills. Quotes also make great call & returns. Do
you have some inspirational or meaningful quotes that illustrate a point you’re trying to make in physical
education? Turn it into a call & return. You lead off with the first part of the quote, teach the kids the
second part, and then use it when appropriate. Quote call & returns are also great to use in combination
with the turn-to strategy.
The more repetition and practice, the more likely it is that whatever we are teaching will stick for the long
haul. If you choose a few call & returns to use with kids each year and use them strategically, the review
is quick and does not become boring. There are several concept call & returns that I use with primary
students that get them to connect the concept with the activity at hand. Strategically using call & returns
is all about repetition and review.
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MOTOR SKILLS
There are so many skills to teach,
Your students work with vigor.
Help set them up for active lives
While young and when they’re bigger.
Much of the elementary physical education curriculum is dedicated to the teaching and learning of
locomotor, non-locomotor, and manipulative skills. The following poems are great to use when teaching
and reinforcing these skills with young students who are in the learning phase, as there is a strong
cognitive component. They focus on skill cues young learners need to connect as they move. Sometimes
it’s a good strategy to leave the title out when using these poems, especially if you’re going to question
them afterwards. You could even have the students come up with titles.

Poems
Self-Space

Locomotion

Sometimes I like to run around,
I move from place to place.
But then it’s also fun to move,
And stay in my self-space.

When you say locomotor,
Big trains come to my mind,
Cruising over tracks for miles,
All sorts of different kinds.

I like to bend and twist and turn,
And sink and rise and spin,
Extending arms out really far,
Then curling in again.

My teacher told me yesterday,
When I move around the space,
Those locomotor movements
Take me from place to place.

It’s pretty cool how I can move,
Without leaving this one spot.
If I were playing tag right now,
I surely would be caught.

Sure, I can go by walking,
But sometimes that seems slow.
I’d rather run and gallop,
Or even crawl down low.
5
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I practice all the different ways
To move around our gym.
I hop and slide and march and jump;
Sometimes I pretend to swim.

Throw It
With a ball in my hand,
I’m standing side-to.
I really am hoping,
It travels to you.

Sometimes we change the games we play,
By changing how we move.
A running game slows down a bit,
While skills we all improve.

With eyes on my target,
I swing the ball down.
Looking over my shoulder,
I’m wearing no frown.

Of all the ways that I can move,
I like to skip the best.
It’s hard to skip without a smile,
Just put it to the test.

As I bring the ball over,
I step forward with twist.
My hips they will rotate,
I’ve now got the gist.

Manipulate
I let go of that ball,
At an angle just right
To send that ball sailing
To you after its flight.

There’s a ball there on the sideline,
Just sitting there, that’s all.
It’s waiting to be played with,
It can’t come if I just call.
You see, that ball can’t do a thing
Without a force like me.
It waits to see what I will do,
It’s waiting to be free.

Catch That Ball
(This rhyme is sung to the tune of “Jingle
Bells.”)
Track that ball, track that ball,
Track it all the way.
Watch it land right in your hands,
And there is where it stays.

I can toss it, I can strike it,
I can throw it far and long.
Sometimes for something different,
I can kick with legs so strong.

Catch that ball, catch that ball,
Catch it with your hands.
Make the shape, then reach and pull,
To catch before it lands.

If I listen very carefully
To cues my teacher gives,
That ball I will manipulate,
And it will start to live.
I’ll work on all my basic skills
So I will have control.
That ball won’t know what hit it
When I really start to roll.

Toss It
(This rhyme is sung to the tune of “Row, Row,
Row Your Boat.”)
Toss, toss, toss the ball,
Toss it over there.
Swing back and forward, take a step,
And watch it take some air.

6
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Kick It

Now the ball goes where I want
When I dribble all around.
It bounces right back up to me
After it leaves the ground.

Kicking is a lot of fun
When contact’s made just right.
I love to boot the ball up high,
And watch it take to flight.

Dribble – Soccer Style
I always use my instep,
Instead of kicking with my toe.
And when I really do it well,
I can make it go.

I can dribble with my hands,
And also with my feet.
To move the ball along the ground
Is really kind of neat.

On my approach, I run right up,
I bend my knee right back.
I take a stride to land beside,
Before my last attack.

Through many different pathways,
I tap with force that’s light.
That ball stays under my control
When everything works right.

I extend my leg right through the ball,
And then I follow through,
And if I’ve aimed the way I should,
The ball sails straight to you.

I direct the ball around the field,
Man…I can really go!
I use all the parts of both my feet,
Except of course my toe.

Dribble It
Roll It
Dribbling is a special skill
That’s really fun to do.
I learned to do it really well,
And all my friends did, too.

If you think you’d like to bowl,
Take some time and learn to roll.
Eliminate all side-to-side,
Move front to back with a nice long stride.

The first time that I tried it,
I pushed with too much force.
That ball took off across the room,
I had to go off course.

Bend your knees, release down low,
Follow through and watch it go.

My friend, his force was much too light,
It rolled along the floor.
He had to chase that ball of his
Right out through the door.

Strike It
Shake hands grip and I am ready,
My knees are bent my hand is steady.
I watch the ball with balance great,
I have quick feet so I won’t be late.
I get there first with my racket back,
Ready to swing with my attack.

Then my teacher took some time,
We learned a thing or two.
And if you pay attention,
I’m sure she’ll help you, too.
My finger pads control the ball;
The force comes from my wrists.
And with a little practice,
I really got the gist.
7
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Jumping Every Day
(This is a limerick with a specific cadence.
Practice a bit before reciting.)

L…I…Good-bye (Use this with kids beginning to
learn how to shoot a basketball. It refers to the
shapes made by the shooting arm. It’s first in the
shape of an L (backwards though it may be), then an
I, and then a wave “good-bye” with the followthrough.)

When Sam chose his rope from the rack,
He knew not to grab from the pack
To get a good fit,
Ends touch each armpit,
And our Sam he was on the right track.
His teacher she helped him to learn,
As he started to make his first turn,
Using elbows and wrists,
He soon got the gist,
And some confidence he was to earn.
After a few more short lessons,
Sam, he was no longer a-guessin’.
Keeping head high,
So determined to try,
A few more hints his teacher was stressin’.
She watched Sam jump as high as the trees,
And said, “Sam could you bring it down, please?
Jump straight as an arrow,
And keep your shape narrow,
Then land softly by bending your knees.”
Soon his friends gathered as Sam jumped away,
And said, “Oh what a great way to play!”
Our hearts will be pumping
When we start a-jumping,
We should try it at least once a day!

Call & Returns
When I roll, toss, or throw…I step with the
opposite foot.
When learning a new skill I have to think before
I move and…while I’m moving.
Prep, Action, and…Follow through
The balls of my feet are…bouncy.
It’s hard to skip…without a smile.
8
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Skillful Throwing
Throw that ball with all your might,
You can make it take some flight.
See your target, start side-to,
Step and twist and follow through.
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Skillful Catching
Track the ball with eyes so clear,
See it far and see it near.
Make the shape, and reach and pull,
Pretty soon your hands are full.
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Skillful Tossing
Face your target, ball in hand,
Soon you’re sure to understand.
Swing back and forward with one move.
Take a step and make it smooth.
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Skillful Kicking
Step beside and bend your knee,
Then kick with all your might.
Use your laces, follow through,
And watch that ball take flight.
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Skillful Dribbling
Finger pads control the ball,
Wrist and elbow create some force.
You bend your knees and get down low,
But you know that, of course.
You must not slap that ball around,
Your force must be just right
To make the ball bounce to your waist,
Instead of taking flight.
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Skillful Foot-Dribbling
Tap it with the inside,
Tap it with the out,
Change direction with your heel,
And you can move about.
Your foot, it has so many parts,
Force is light, you know,
Use as many as you want,
Except of course your toe.

14
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Roll It
Facing forward, with ball in hand,
Your arm swings back, just like you planned.
Then forward it swings, as you bend your knees.
Step, release, and follow through, please.

15
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Skillful Striking
Shake-hands grip, my paddle’s ready,
My knees are bent my hand is steady.
I watch the ball with balance great,
I have quick feet so I’m not late.

16
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Jump the Rope
Eyes are up, look at the wall,
Don’t look down or let them fall.
Circle your wrists ’round and ’round,
By your sides is where they’re found.
Your feet stay low, they bounce to the beat;
Remember to jump on the balls of your feet.
Jump straight as an arrow, land soft as a feather.
Your arms and legs will be working together.

17
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Shoot That Ball
All ten toes point at the hoop,
Eyes, ball, and fingers, too.
I must have perfect balance
Or the ball will go askew.
I push the ball with legs and arm,
And extend my hand up high.
The ball spins off my fingertips,
As I smoothly make it fly.
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Implementation Strategies
Identifying and Reviewing Skill Cues
After teaching a lesson that targets a specific skill you can bring students together and use the poem as a
way of reviewing skill cues. Using a “turn-to,” ask students if they can pick out the skill cues in the poem
that go with the skill they have been working on. After students have brainstormed with their “turn-to”
partner, identify the skill cues, watch to see how many high fives there are, and then read the poem to the
class again.
Level – Third Grade
Identifying skill cues and verbalizing with a partner is a great way to have students actively participate in
a review. Prior to this lesson, students had begun a ball-handling unit that focused on developing a
variety of body wrap, dribble wrap, and dribbling skills. The first few lessons included review from prior
years. Students were introduced to the new skills through self-space work, ball handling skill ladders and
dribbling games.
Snapshot
This snapshot includes an impromptu review of skill cues. Although it wasn’t planned as part of the
lesson, I noticed that some of the students were having trouble controlling their dribble when they
increased the speed at which they were traveling. I called them into the circle, leaving their balls in their
self-space. I quickly moved around the circle saying “turn-to” to assign partners. Students turned their
focus to their partner. I then told them that I was going to read them a poem called Dribble It and their
job was to listen for the skill cues included in the poem and then with their turn-to partner see how many
they could identify. I told them to remember that skill cues are the important things to think about as
you’re practicing a skill that hasn’t become automatic yet. Then I read the poem. “Dribbling is a special
skill that’s really fun to do. I learned to do it really well, and all my friends did, too. The first time that I
tried it, I pushed with too much force. That ball took off across the room, I had to go off course. My friend,
his force was much too light, it rolled along the floor. He had to chase that ball of his right out through
the door. Then my teacher took some time, we learned a thing of two. And if you pay attention, I’m sure
she’ll help you too. My finger pads control the ball; the force comes from my wrist. And with a little
practice, I really got the gist. Now the ball goes where I want when I dribble all around. It bounces right
back up to me after it leaves the ground.” Then I did a slow walk around as partners tried to identify the
skill cues in the poem. When I got back to the beginning, I listed the skill cues and each time students
heard one that they had identified with their partner they gave each other a high five. Then I talked
specifically about the application of force when dribbling and traveling at the same time. I told them that
I noticed that the people who were having success in controlling their ball as they moved faster were
starting to look up as they dribbled and were applying the right amount of force in the right direction. I
did a quick demonstration then asked students to go back to get their ball and think about where they were
directing the ball and how much force they were using as they started moving. We then moved on to
applying these skills to the next activity planned in the lesson.
Prime
Use a poem as a primer just before you introduce a concept or skill for the first time during the year. Read
the poem, ask students a few questions to get an idea of prior knowledge, and start the lesson. This could
also be done to prime students for their next physical education class. After class closure, tell students that
you are going to read them a poem that will give them a hint as to what their next class will bring. If you
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pick up your classes, you could read them a short poem before they walk to class. Or, if the classroom
teacher is on board, he/she could read a rhyme you have supplied before walking the class to the gym.
Level – First Grade
I have found that purposefully planning to direct attention to what students are going to do next helps to
focus them when they start moving. Prior to this lesson students had been involved in a series of lessons in
which they practiced a variety of manipulative skills. The last lesson they participated in was a striking
lesson with balloons. They explored striking with different body parts, created a striking pattern,
performed for their classmates, and participated in a group activity in which they worked on getting the
striking surface ready in order to be successful.
Snapshot
This snapshot includes using the time prior to class in order to prime students and get them thinking about
what they will be doing. I pick my students up at their classroom and walk with them to the gym. Their
classroom teacher picks them up in the gym after class. On this particular day, I had planned a striking
lesson that built on what we had done in the previous lesson. Students would be using foam paddles and
balloons. When I met them at the door, I told them that I was going to read them a rhyme that would give
them some clues as to what we would be doing in class. And that everyone needed to listen quietly and try
to guess what we would be doing. I also told them they needed to keep their guess a secret and they would
find out if they were right when we got to the gym. Then I read Strike It. “Shake hands grip and I am
ready, my knees are bent my hand is steady. I watch the ball with balance great, I have quick feet so I
won’t be late. I get there first with racket back, ready to swing with my attack.” Students silently walked to
the gym and when we got there I told them that we would be striking with paddles and we started the
lesson.
Lesson Closure
After reading a poem or teaching a rhyme to students the first time, you’ll be surprised how many will be
able to fill in the rhyming words at the end of each line or stanza. Most of us can fill in the rhyming words
to many Dr. Seuss books no matter how long it has been since we’ve heard them. As you read the poem or
rhyme the first time, ask students to listen for the rhyming words. When you use it again to reinforce the
concepts or skills you are teaching, leave the rhyming word off and have students respond out loud,
calling it out as a class.
Level – Second Grade
I have found that having specific routines that involve choice and rituals in place helps to make the end of
class go smoothly. Students calm down and are ready to transition back to the classroom. Before
gathering together for a class closure my students choose to get in line for a drink or to get in line to meet
with me briefly at a checkout bulletin board and identify some of the positive qualities they demonstrated
during the class period. Although they are not required to get a drink, they all must check out. Afterwards,
they choose a place to sit on a line near the door and can visit with the person next to them until everyone
is finished. During this particular lesson students were involved in activities that allowed them to practice
and apply foot-dribbling skills.
Snapshot
This snapshot includes using class closure to send students back to class with the skill cues for foot
dribbling in their minds. After each child finished his/her check-out with me and all students were seated
on the line I signaled for their attention and when I had it, I told them that they all had worked very hard
on their foot dribbling skills and that I was going to read them a poem that includes all the important
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things to remember when practicing that skill. I told them to listen for the rhyming words in the poem.
Then I read Dribble – Soccer Style. “I can dribble with my hands, and also with my feet. To move the ball
along the ground is really kind of neat. Through many different pathways, I tap with force that’s light.
That ball stays under my control when everything works right. I direct the ball around the field, “Man… I
can really go!” I use all the parts of both my feet, except of course my toe.” Then I asked the kids if they
heard any rhyming words, and did a quick turn-to for answers. Then I told them I was going to read it
again and if they could remember the rhyming words, to say them with me. Then their teacher showed up
and they transitioned back to the classroom.
Illustrate
Put the key words from the poem on a flip chart or whiteboard. Tell your students that you are going to
read a poem that has the words in it. Give them some crayons or markers and a piece of paper. Instruct
them to listen and illustrate in any way they like. Make a bulletin board with the poem, key words, and
your students’ illustrations.
Level – First Grade
The more varied ways in which a student can process content, the more neural pathways are used.
Consequently the more they will remember and be able to recall. Jumping rope is a difficult skill for
young children to master. It involves coordinating a lot of different movements and timing everything just
right. In the classes previous to this one, students were lead through the progression I have found
successful in teaching this skill to young children. This included practicing jumping up and landing in the
same spot, applying that skill to jump stick activities, instruction and practice jumping a long rope turned
by adults, and an introductory lesson and practice jumping individual ropes.
Snapshot
This snapshot includes a more involved class closure that takes a bit more time. If classroom teachers are
on board with connecting work that you do in your classroom with theirs you might be able to start this
activity in the gym and have them finish it in the classroom. Students had just finished working with
individual ropes for the second time. I gathered them around the circle, gave them each a piece of paper
with the poem printed on the top half and had crayons and pencils available. On the white board I had
written the following words: Eyes, wrists, feet, low, straight, and soft. I told them to listen carefully as I
read the poem that was on their paper because afterwards they were going to create an illustration that
showed what they had learned so far about jumping rope. I also told them that they could follow along as
I read the poem and to read with me if they would like. I read the center rhyme Jump The Rope. “Eyes
are up, look at the wall, don’t look down or let them fall. Circle your wrists ‘round and ‘round, by your
sides are where they’re found. Your feet stay low, they bounce to the beat; remember to jump on the balls
of your feet. Jump straight as an arrow, land soft as a feather. Your arms and your legs will be working
together.” Then I showed the kids the key skill cue words that I had written on the board. Each student
then created an illustration to take home and share with their family. Communicating with parents about
the learning that goes on in the physical education classroom through student work helps them develop a
better understanding of what we do.
Classroom Connections
Physical education teachers often help students make connections with what is going on in the regular
classroom by tailoring physical education activities to reinforce classroom content. Likewise, classroom
teachers are often open to helping students make connections and reinforce what is going on in the
physical education classroom. There are many ways in which classroom teachers could use the rhymes in
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this resource as they teach literacy skills. A brainstorming session between you and the classroom teachers
would be a great start.
Level – Kindergarten
I have found that classroom teachers are more than willing to help you out by integrating some of your
content into what they do when they see a clear connection. Using rhymes with young children helps build
literacy skills. At this point in the year, students had been introduced to all of the skills outlined in the
center rhymes. I made copies of each center rhyme and gave it to the kindergarten teacher.
Snapshot
This snapshot doesn’t actually include me at all. Before I go to pick the kindergarten class the teacher
normally has them sitting in a circle. I have asked her to use the center rhymes in a guessing game with
her class as they get ready to transition. She sometimes does this in a turn-to activity. She reads a center
rhyme without saying the title. Then the kids guess what the title might be. This is just another way to
review skill cues and make transitioning from the classroom to physical education a thoughtful and
integrated process.
Individual or Partner Skill Centers
Setting up a variety of skill practice centers, identifying the specific criteria for each center, and then
offering students a choice as to which one they would like to focus their attention on for a specified period
of time creates a situation where students have a lot of choice but are still doing what you want them to
do. Using the center rhymes in this situation creates a way to have students review skill cues on their own
before they practice them at a particular center.
Level – Second Grade
When I set up skill centers, I first choose the skills that I want students to work on during that particular
lesson. Then I try to come up with activities that will be challenging and enjoyable. At this point in the
year, we had completed a series of lessons on throwing, hand dribbling, rope jumping and striking. I
wanted students to revisit those skills and focus practice on mechanics and consistency.
Snapshot
This snapshot involves students making choices about the skills they would like to work on but still
working within the framework of the activity. I set up an individual target throw center with balls and
targets. There was a dribbling center in which students attempted to dribble around the outlined area at a
chosen speed without losing control as many times as they could. An individual rope-jumping center was
set out so that students could practice the jump rope skills of their choice. The final center was a striking
center in which students were to self-volley a fluff ball for a personal best score. There were designated
areas for each center, and after a brief instant activity students were given the instructions for each. At
each center, there was a laminated photocopy of the center rhyme relating to the skill (Skillful Throwing,
Skillful Dribbling, Jump The Rope and Skillful Striking). Students were told that they could switch centers
at any time, but before they began working at a new center, they had to read the rhyme that went with it. If
they needed help reading, they could either ask a classmate or me. Before beginning, I read the rhymes,
having students fill in the rhyming words as I went along. After a few repetitions, students had memorized
the poem and did not require additional help. Once this procedure was introduced, I found that I could
use it with a wide variety of skills and centers without having to give much time to directions.
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Game Centers
Game centers can be set up in much the same way as skill centers. Create small, simple game centers
where students have to use the skills that you want them to practice. For me, one versus one game centers
or small group cooperative games work best.
Level – Second Grade
When I set up game centers, I first choose the skills that I want students to work on during that particular
lesson then I create small-sided (usually one versus one) games that create a challenge. At this point in
the year, we had completed a series of lessons on striking with paddles, rolling, throwing, and long rope
jumping and turning.
Snapshot
This snapshot involves students making choices about the game centers and skills they would like to focus
on. I set up a cooperative striking game center in which partners worked to hit the ball back and forth as
many times as they could. There was a bowling game center where plastic bowling pins were set up
between 2 rolling spots. Partners competed to see who could knock the pin down first. A partner target
throw challenge was set up with two throwing spots and a target between them so that students could
compete to see who could hit the target first. The final center was a group rope-jumping center in which
groups of three worked to turn long ropes so that each person could take a turn jumping. The goal was to
see how many jumps the group could get by working cooperatively. There were designated areas for each
game center, and after a brief instant activity students were given the instructions for each. At each game
center, there was a laminated photocopy of the center rhyme relating to the skill being used. Students
were told that they could switch game centers at any time, but before they began working at a new game
center, they had to read the rhyme that went with it. If they needed help reading, they could either ask me
or a classmate. Before beginning, I read the rhymes, having students fill in the rhyming words as I went
along. Again, once this procedure was introduced, I found that I could use with a wide variety of game
centers without giving as much time to directions.
Creating Games
Young students love to create games. When working on a specific skill, I sometimes have students work
in partnerships to design a game that requires them to practice that skill. This activity can be introduced by
reading a center rhyme then having students identify the skill that goes with the rhyme. They can then be
instructed as to what equipment they can use, what space they will have available, and any other criteria
you want them to work with.
Level – First Grade
I have found that young children will create games in which they can experience success. Assigning
students of similar skill levels in partnerships leads to more enjoyment and success with student created
skill games. I have also found that if you make too much equipment available when having students create
skill games, they spend a lot of time decorating the space and not as much time engaged in the game. This
snapshot takes place at the end of a series of lessons on rolling. The focus was on stepping in opposition,
swinging the arm straight back, bending knees to get low, and releasing at a low level. The equipment I
had available for students to use included balls, bowling pins and cones. This group of students had spent
time learning how to make decisions together and come to consensus before starting an activity. I have
found that this is a social skill that students need instruction for and time to practice. And when I take
some time to role-play, discuss, and practice this process, things go much more smoothly.
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Snapshot
After participating in a locomotor instant activity I gathered students together and told them I was going
to read them a poem called Roll It. I asked them to think about the activities we had done so far and to
visualize themselves rolling a ball and hitting a target. Then I read them the poem. “Facing forward, with
ball in hand, your arm swings back, just like you planned. Then forward it swings, as you bend your
knees. Step, release, and follow through, please.” We talked a little bit about the skill cues in the poem for
review. After that, I told students that they were going to work with partners to create a new game and
that each game had to include the skill of rolling. I assigned partners, gave each partnership a space and
explained what equipment they had available. Partners sat in their space, talked about their ideas, and
when they had come to consensus on what they wanted their game to look like, they collected their
equipment and began creating and playing. I walked around offering feedback on game design and rolling
mechanics. Some students created cooperative games and others created games that were more
competitive but all students were engaged in developing the skill of rolling and were eager to share the
specifics of their game.
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3
MOVEMENT CONCEPTS
The movement concepts taught each day
Help build a strong foundation.
When they understand the basics,
Kids have so much less frustration.
Learning movement concepts in elementary physical education is essential for children as they become
physically educated. The most basic concepts serve as a foundation for learning more complex concepts
such as strategy and principles of movement. When students have a strong understanding of basic
movement concepts, they will be ready to start applying them in later years.

Poems
My Special Space
When the teacher gives the signal
For me to go explore,
I get right up and move around
This awesome great big floor.

All this space I look at
Is waiting just for me.
My muscles just a-wiggling,
And willing to be free.

My space, it travels with me
When I walk or jog or run.
I can gallop, skip, and march about,
I’ve only just begun.

My space is very special;
I can make it grow or shrink.
I fill it like nobody else
As I start to move and think.

So much to do in all this space,
I’m sure I’ll hit my groove.
I wonder what next class will bring
When I come to learn and move.

I move inside my personal space,
I reach both near and far.
I curl up like a little ball,
Or stretch up toward a star.
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Direction Connection

Levels High And Low

Forward, backward, up and down,
Sideways – left or right:
I use all directions
While moving or in flight.

When I’m standing nice and straight,
Up high you’ll find my head.
It sits upon my shoulders,
Even when I’m still in bed.

I jump up high and then come down;
I never sing the blues.
So many ways that I can move,
At times it’s hard to choose.

And way down low, you’ll find my feet,
Just standing on the floor.
I run and play on those two feet;
Isn’t that what they are for?

Sometimes I just move forward,
I travel really fast.
With lots of space in front of me,
I know I’m going to last.

Right square in the middle,
My stomach sometimes wiggles.
Sometimes it twists and shakes about
When someone makes me giggle.

Backwards slows me down a bit,
But I’m not scared at all.
I bend my knees and glance behind
So I don’t trip and fall.

I wave my hands up really high
While on my tippy-toes.
My muscles stretch, I balance there
Till the teacher says, “Let go.”

When I’m going sideways,
Left or right I might be sliding.
It’s kind of fun to move like that;
It feels just like I’m gliding.

Then I relax and sink down low,
Out flat upon the floor.
You’d think I was a pancake
If you peeked through the door.

No matter which direction,
I move to open space.
I wouldn’t want to bump my friends
As we move from place to place.

Moving in the middle
Is not too high or low.
I look just like a dog or cat
Who’s really on the go.

When I gallop in a circle,
I travel through the day.
Clockwise ’round from one to twelve,
It’s fun to run and play.

All the different levels
Can be interesting and cool.
My movement is creative,
When learning in my school.

I move right back around the clock –
Counterclockwise is the name –
From twelve way back to one o’clock,
To the spot from which I came.

Traveling Pathways
Straight as an arrow I can move,
To get from here to there.
I travel that straight pathway
Without a single care.

Sometimes when we play a game,
I choose to change direction.
It’s a real important skill,
And for my own protection.

But if someone gets in front of me,
I really have to scurry.
I’ll zig and zag and just go on,
Even when I’m in a hurry.
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Zigzags have sharp corners,
They’re really lots of fun.
I can put one in and keep my pace
When I’m really on the run.

When I’m feeling really silly,
I pretend to be a ball.
I hope no one tries to bounce me
When I’m being round and small.

I could always throw a curve in
To avoid what’s in my way.
This pathway that I travel
Is more than just okay.

My body makes so many shapes,
It really is surprising.
When I get to be creative,
It’s oh so satisfying.

Straight is straight; it doesn’t turn
Or bend or swing or sway.
Straight will work when moving fast,
With nothing in my way.

Feel the Music
When I hear some lively music,
I get up on my feet.
My body just begins to move
When I feel that good strong beat.

But when all the kids start running,
And things seem kind of crazy
I’ll have to change my pathway
Instead of being lazy.

Then other kinds of music
Are really very slow.
My body moves so smoothly,
To match the sound and flow.

Sometimes I zig, sometimes I zag,
Sometimes I like to curve.
Let’s face it – when I’m moving,
Sometimes I have to swerve.

Some pieces urge my body
To move suddenly and fast,
While others are so different
And I move slow at last.

It’s good that I get practice
When learning in P.E.,
So when I move with others,
The safer we’ll all be.

I listen to the rhythm,
I try to feel the beat.
I let it guide my movements
And help me move my feet.

Making Shapes
I can make a twisted shape,
A pretzel I can be.
My arms and legs are bent and curved,
But really, it’s still me.

A Creative Force
Do you ever stop and think about
The force you can create?
You really can control it;
It’s not left up to fate.

I can make my body straight;
I stand up very tall.
I make a very narrow shape
And hope that I don’t fall.

You can make it very strong,
Or make it nice and light.
When you’re working on specific skills,
Choose the force that’s right.

I can also be so very wide,
Reaching out with hands and feet.
It’s kind of hard to hold it there;
My balance can’t be beat.
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If you want to kick a ball real far,
That force, it must be strong
To get it to the target
When the distance is quite long.
When you’re dribbling in soccer,
Your force, it should be light,
'Cause if the ball rolls far away,
Playing catch-up is your plight.
When you get to be creative,
Exploring movement with some dance
You can show the different forces
If you give yourself a chance.
Be like a small, soft feather
Floating lightly on a breeze.
Then be an angry elephant,
Just stomping through the trees.
Learning in my Phys. Ed. class
Is more than games and play.
Just go and ask my teacher;
See what she(he) has to say.

Call & Return
I’m going to change speed, direction &
pathway…to fake you out!
I can move in straight, curved, and zigzag…pathways.
Always move into…open spaces.
Don’t be a space…invader.
Levels high and levels low, I can shrink and…I
can grow.
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Implementation Strategies
Read & Respond
After teaching a new concept that students have had time to explore, read the corresponding poem and
have students respond to the words through movement. This strategy works well with concept poems and
can give you an idea of how well students understand the concepts addressed in the poem. Read slowly
and allow students time to be creative as they respond.
Level - Kindergarten
I have found that by using the concept poems and watching how young children respond to the words, I
can get a clear picture of what they understand. In a previous lesson students were lead in a movement
exploration lesson in which they explored making different shapes with their bodies. By using the poem
Making Shapes it was my intention to see if they had an understanding of what twisted, narrow, wide and
rounded body shapes look like.
Snapshot
This snapshot includes the beginning of a class. Students walked into the gym and were asked to move to
find an open space. The first activity was a locomotor warm-up I call “Freeze The Action”. (Freezing the
action is an activity I do often with Kindergarten students. It’s a great way to incorporate a quick practice
of different locomotor movements. They move when the music starts and when it stops they attempt to stop
as if there were a spell cast upon them and they have been turned into ice sculptures. They try to stay as
still as possible using strong muscles for balance and support. I walk through the room noticing very still
sculptures. This is a great imaginative activity that helps students work on reaction time, balance and
control. Freezing The Action is a good instant activity that can be used to get kids moving immediately
upon entering the gym.) After a few minutes, students were asked to move back to their self-space. I asked
them to think back to the last lesson when they made different shapes with their bodies. Then I told them
that I was going to read them a rhyme and their job was to listen to the words and make the poem come to
life. I told them that when they make the poem come to life they need to listen carefully and whatever the
poem describes, they should show with their bodies. I told them that the name of the poem is Making
Shapes and to get ready. Then I started reading, pausing longer than I do normally (indicated here by an
ellipsis) so students had time to respond and I had time to observe. “I can make a twisted shape… A
pretzel I can be… My arms and legs are bent and curved, but really, it’s still me… I can make my body
straight; I stand up very tall… I make a very narrow shape and hope that I don’t fall… I can also be so
very wide, reaching out with hands and feet… It’s kind of hard to hold it there; my balance can’t be
beat… When I’m feeling very silly, I pretend to be a ball… I hope no one tries to bounce me when I’m
being round and small… My body makes so many shapes, it really is surprising… When I get to be
creative, It’s oh so satisfying.” After I read the poem and watched as students responded I moved on to
the next part of the lesson.
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4
HEALTH-RELATED FITNESS
I sure do hope my students
Choose to be part of the active mob.
They’ll know why and they’ll know how,
If I’ve truly done my job.
Teaching elementary school students health-related fitness concepts helps them develop a vocabulary and
basic understanding that can be built upon in future years. It’s an investment in their personal health
insurance plans. Students should be able to name the different health-related physical fitness components,
describe how their body feels when participating in cardiorespiratory activities, and identify whether or
not different exercises or activities contribute primarily to improving cardiorespiratory endurance,
muscular endurance, muscular strength, or flexibility.

Poems
Thank you, thank you, thank you,
It never skips a beat.
That heart of yours keeps working,
And that’s no easy feat.

Thank-You Cardios
Thank you, thank you, thank you:
That’s what your heart is saying
When you get it pumping harder
Just by moving and by playing.

It works all day and all night, too,
And never takes a rest.
A stronger heart’s important
To have inside your chest.

If you don’t believe me,
Put your hand upon your chest.
You’ll feel it beating stronger
When you put it to the test.

If you want to keep it healthy,
To last throughout the years.
Get it beating every day
By using all your gears.

When your heart gets exercise,
It grows a little stronger,
So as you travel through your life,
Your heart, it will last longer.

Do your heart a favor,
Get out and run and play.
Find the things you love to do,
Each and every day.
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Be Flexible
Take some weight upon your hands
And try to hold it there.
Those arms, they will get stronger
And know you truly care.

Bend and stretch and reach out far
At every single joint.
Your muscles will be thanking you
At each and every point.

Hold a V-sit, do some curl-ups,
Or balance on a ball.
Your core will get much stronger,
And you’ll be standing tall.

Don’t make it hurt, just feel the stretch;
Your muscles will stay long.
You won’t have all those aches and pains,
Where they really don’t belong.

In the end it’s up to you;
Your muscles, they can’t ask.
So get up off the sofa
And put them to the task.

If you stay real flexible,
Your muscles you won’t pull.
When you have to reach out suddenly,
Your range of motion’s full.
So find some time in every day
To stretch your muscles longer.
First work on being flexible,
Then work on getting stronger.

The Pickle Jar Opener
Strong muscles are the greatest;
They help you work and play.
Keep them fit and you’ll endure
On each and every day.

Muscles & Bones
You’ll jump and climb, and go, go, go;
You’ll run both near and far.
You might even be the one they ask
To open pickle jars!

Did you ever stop and wonder,
'Bout your muscles and your bones?
They work together every day,
Without complaints or groans.
Muscles do the moving,
And the bones, they keep you straight.
Without one another,
Life wouldn’t be so great.

Call & Returns
When you get cardio, your heart rate goes…up,
your breathing rate goes…up, and you
sweat…but that’s OK.

It’s really quite important
To keep them good and strong.
If you choose to keep them healthy,
You really can’t go wrong.

I stretch and stretch so I stay…flexible.
If you go too fast…you won’t last. If you go to
slow…you don’t get cardio!

If you want to keep those muscles strong
And working hard for you,
Get up and get them doing
More than they usually do.

When you get your heart beating, it’s saying…
thank you, thank you, thank you.
I’m going to be a…fit kid.

Overload your muscles,
And make them work a bit.
It’s one way to keep your body
Toned and strong and fit.

Heart rates up at every…opportunity.
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Implementation Strategies
Stations
In physical education, stations in which students work for a specified period of time and then move to the
next area or activity are sometimes used to make the best use of time, equipment, and space. The use of
poems and rhymes can be integrated into lessons that include stations in order to get kids to process what
they’re doing or focus on a specific skill or concept. To me it’s important for them to develop an
understanding of the positive fitness consequences associated with different activities.
Level – Second Grade
One of my goals for second grade students is to be able to list the different health related fitness
components and be able to identify activities that go with each. We talk a lot about how the body feels
when doing cardiorespiratory, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and flexibility activities and
practice categorizing different activities we do in class. I have found this to be an efficient way to thread
fitness education throughout the year. During this class period the focus was on cardiorespiratory fitness.
Snapshot
When students walked into class, a variety of stations were already set up. Stations were organized so that
students would alternate between cardiorespiratory activities and muscular endurance activities. Stations
included were rope jumping, moving around the perimeter at a medium intensity, running hurdles,
stability ball roll-out and balance, push-up marching and v-sit beanbag figure eights. Three to four
students were assigned to each station to start. These were not new activities for the students and they
were familiar with the station format. I quickly reviewed what to do at each station and instructed students
to begin working when the music started and to stop and rotate to the next station when it stopped;
starting again when the music began. Before beginning the stations, we did a warm-up activity together
and after students had rotated through each station I lead them in some flexibility exercises. Then I
gathered the class in a circle and read them Thank You Cardios. “Thank you, thank you, thank you:
That’s what your heart is saying when you get it pumping harder just by moving and by playing. If you
don’t believe me, put your hand upon your chest. You’ll feel it beating stronger when you put it to the test.
When your heart gets exercise, it grows a little stronger, so as you travel through your life, your heart, it
will last longer. Thank you, thank you, thank you, it never skips a beat. That heart of yours keeps working,
and that’s no easy feat. It works all day and all night, too, and never takes a rest. A stronger heart’s
important to have inside your chest. If you want to keep it healthy, to last throughout the years. Get it
beating every day by using all your gears. Do your heart a favor, get out and run and play. Find the
things you love to do, each and every day.” After I finished reading the poem I did a quick turn to and
asked partnerships to identify which stations were the “Thank You Cardio” stations. After giving the
answers, checking for high fives and a little more discussion about what happens when we alternate
quickly from a cardio station to a muscular endurance station we moved on to the rest of the lesson.
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5
STRATEGY
Games are so much fun to watch
When strategy’s in play,
When everyone is thinking,
Quality competition’s here to stay.
Strategy concepts taught during the early elementary school years are great to expand upon once there is
understanding. Teaching students to apply those concepts to basic games is the next step. Teaching my
young students how to apply strategies in order to fake people out, conceal their intent, and open passing
lanes, as well as the importance of always being ready, has been very rewarding. I love to watch them “get
it” and put strategy into action while involved in simple games with their classmates. The poems and call
& returns in this chapter have helped me in that area of teaching and learning. Call & return phrases are
particularly effective when you want to quickly review a strategy by stopping the action, getting attention,
and giving a quick hit with something you really want them to focus their thoughts and energy on.

Poems
Fake Out
Sometimes the tagger’s just too quick;
I can’t rely on joggin’.
That’s when I put my tools to use
And really use my noggin.

I try to fake the tagger out,
I move both left and right.
I use the strategies I know
To put up a real good fight.

I change direction quickly,
And change my speed up, too.
He thinks I’m going one way,
And tries to stick like glue.

I can try to use my speed,
And move to open space.
I have to get there quickly;
This really is a race.
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He makes his move to follow,
I plant my foot right now.
I push off hard to change my path –
I faked him out…and how!

I run real fast
To open space,
And to my friend I call.
She doesn’t see me!
I can’t stay here;
The defense blocks the lane.

Vision
When you play games with others,
You have to use your eyes.
Seeing movement all around you,
Is what I would advise.

My job’s not done,
I’ll try again;
I have to use my brain.

If you have tunnel vision,
And just see straight ahead,
You might see Tom and Linda,
But miss out on Jane and Fred.

She fakes the pass,
I shake my man,
A passing lane we create.
My move was good,
I’m right on time:
The pass is quick and straight.

Peripheral vision is what you use,
With you I’ll now confide.
You don’t even need to turn your head
To see what’s coming from the side.

I catch the ball,
Now I have to look
For another open teammate.

Anticipate!
If we keep it up
And fake them out,
An open shot will be our fate.

I’m it – I’m closing in real fast,
The tag I go to make.
But as I reach my hand out,
My opponent tries a fake.

Down and Ready
I can anticipate his move;
I respond to it real quick.
I change my direction, too –
I won’t fall for that old trick.

Ready Position – It’s really neat.
Balance yourself – On the balls of your feet.
Knees slightly bent – Feet shoulder-width apart.
When somebody fakes – You’re all set to dart.

I’m on his heels; he slows a bit,
Tries a move in his collection.
But I’m ready to respond again,
And tag while changing my direction.

If a ball’s out of reach – You’ll react so fast.
You’ll move for the catch – You won’t let it past.
You’ll never get caught – Standing up and not
ready.
You’re light on your feet – Quick-moving and
steady.

Opening Passing Lanes
I’m playing a game,
It’s lots of fun;
I want to get the ball.
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Call & Returns
I can use quick change of speed, direction and pathway…to fake you out!
When my team controls the ball…I’m on offense.
When the other team controls the ball…I’m on defense.
Get Down…Get Ready.
My knees are bent, my head is up, I’m…ready.
If you want the ball, you have to open up…the passing lanes.
If you only see straight ahead, you might miss what’s coming…from the sides.

Implementation Strategies
Strategize
Strategy poems and call & returns are most used when students have become proficient enough at the
skills to be able to apply them to games. With younger grades a lot of times this includes the use of space
in tag games. When I’m teaching tactical strategies with students who are ready to apply skills to games I
am prepared to stop the action when necessary and have students “strategize” with partners or small
groups. When I call “strategize” students know to gather with me first and that afterwards, they will be
taking what I have said and working with a partner or teammates to apply it to the situation at hand.
Level – Fourth Grade
One of my goals for fourth grade students is to help them learn how to create open passing lanes in smallsided games of invasion. Prior to this lesson, my fourth grade students had been involved in a series of
classes dedicated to help them further develop their throwing and catching skills and the concept of using
quick changes of speed, direction and pathway to fake out an opponent and create an open passing lane.
Snapshot
The first part of class was dedicated to work on a jump rope skill ladder. Each student worked to climb
the ladder at their own rate by meeting criteria set for each rung. After about 10-15 minutes of jumping
rope I gathered students together and gave them instructions for a 3 on 2 game of Bump Ball Give and
Go. The object of this game was for a team of 3 to progress the ball down the court in order to throw to an
open teammate situated over the end line. They had played this game in a previous class using a 3 on 1
format. I used the Gertie style bump balls for this activity but any ball could be used. It’s a fast moving
game with lots of rotation because if the ball is intercepted by a defender or goes out of bounds another
round begins. After watching the play for a while I noticed that some students were having a difficult time
getting open for a pass and others were holding onto the ball too long. They needed to vary their speed,
direction, and pathway more in order to break free from the defense. I called “Strategize” and everyone
stopped and gathered in a circle. I read them the poem Open Passing Lanes. “I’m playing a game, it’s
lots of fun; I want to get the ball. I run real fast to open space, and to my friend I call. She doesn’t see me!
I can’t stay here; the defense blocks the lane. My job’s not done, I’ll try again; I have to use my brain. She
fakes the pass, I shake my man, a passing lane we create. My move was good, I’m right on time: the pass
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is quick and straight. I catch the ball, now I have to look for another open teammate. If we keep it up and
fake them out, an open shot will be our fate.” I went around the circle and did a quick turn-to indicating
partnerships and told them that with their partner they needed to come up with what the person in the
poem might have done to get open. I walked around the circle listening to conversations and when it
looked like everyone had had a chance to share I asked individuals what they came up with. Some
demonstrated. I then told them that as I was watching their games, I noticed that the players who were
successfully getting open were using different body parts to fake and then move quickly to an open space.
Others were moving slowly in one direction, planting a foot to change direction then quickly moving to an
open space. I also told them that the other key to success is to be ready to pass if you have the ball
because if they hold it too long it made it easier for the defense. Then I sent them back to the game to try it
out.
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6
PERSONAL & SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
So much that happens in my class
Depends on everyone’s reactions.
It’s really worth the time I spend
Practicing positive interactions.
Learning the skills necessary to have positive personal and social interactions with others in a physicalactivity setting are skills that require teaching and practice. It’s not something to be left to chance. You
want everyone walking out of your classroom to have had a positive experience, because those feelings
will be forever tied to you and your class. Teaching kids how to follow rules, resolve conflicts, and
practice self-discipline is well worth the time, energy, and attention. In the long run, if you can help
students learn to treat themselves and others with respect and consideration in your classes, you increase
learning time by decreasing management and discipline time. The following poems get to the heart of
some of the skills that elementary school students struggle with as they learn to practice respect and
responsibility. Unfortunately, they all don’t have adults at home that model those behaviors for them.
Which leads me to another point. If we as teachers want students to be respectful of one another, it is
imperative that we model those same qualities when interacting with them. Raising our voices and
becoming angry with students who misbehave only teaches them that yelling is an acceptable way of
handling anger and frustration. Modeling the behaviors we’d like to see in our students in paramount to
success in this area. If you are interested in taking a closer look at how you deal with your students as it
relates to brain compatible learning, I would recommend getting a copy of Becky Bailey’s book
Conscious Discipline. You can find that and other resources at www.consciousdiscipline.com.

Poems
Rules, Rules, Rules
Some rules keep us safer,
As we run and play and learn.
If we think before we act,
Some trust we’re sure to earn.

When I’m in Phys. Ed. today,
There are things I’d like to do,
But certain rules are put in place,
Made just for me and you.
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Some rules are specific
To the work we do in class.
When we keep things fair and even,
We really have a blast.

Concentrate on Cooperation
Sometimes when I’m in P.E. class,
I decide just what I’ll do.
My decisions are my very own,
Not shared with one or two.

There are rules about equipment,
And how it’s to be used.
We have to be responsible;
Things just can’t be abused.

It’s easy when it’s me alone
Deciding what to choose.
No one can disagree with me,
I’ll never win or lose.

Some rules, they are golden,
About how we treat our friends.
Choosing to be respectful
Leaves smiles when P.E. ends.

At times I have a partner,
And that can be fun, too.
Some things are hard to do alone,
They’re more fun with two.

Other people’s feelings
Are important to hold dear.
If I treat them like I do my own,
I never need to fear.

Sometimes it goes smoothly,
We like things just the same.
My partner is my special friend;
He’d never call me names.

I wouldn’t want to hurt someone
And cause them to feel pain,
For hurting someone’s feelings
Won’t really help me gain.

Sometimes it’s not so simple,
And we don’t see eye to eye.
It’s hard to agree on anything;
We’d like to say good-bye.

There are so many choices;
We make them every day.
It’s up to us to do what’s right
When we work and play.

But we try to make decisions,
We learn to give and take.
Classes go more smoothly
With the efforts that we make.

Self-Control
I can’t control my mother
Or my teacher or my friend.
I can’t control a freight train
That’s a-chugging ’round the bend.

Take A Breath
Conflicts sometimes happen,
Even in the best of times.
They’re a normal part of living,
And really aren’t a crime.

I can’t control my brother
Or my kitten or an elf.
The only thing that I control,
Is simply just myself.

You might have a conflict
If someone’s acting mean.
You may even get real angry,
And feel like letting off some steam.
Sometimes conflicts happen
When others break a rule.
Frustration might come to the front,
But please don’t lose your cool.
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Conflicts are quite common,
In school and after, too.
You can resolve them peacefully –
The choice is up to you.

Persevere

In any situation,
When conflicts might attack
Take a breath and think it through,
Then choose how to react.

If I give up – I’ll never know.
And I won’t – Have much to show.

I try and try – Sometimes it’s hard.
I work and work – It’s in the cards.

I think I can – I’ve got the stuff.
To persevere – So I’ll hang tough.

If you get really angry,
And start to yell and scream,
The situation escalates.
And seems like a real bad dream.

At last I get it – I practiced well.
Check out my skills – You sure can tell.
I’m a stick-to-it-kid – Giving up’s not for me.
I’ll show you how – Just come and see.

You can learn to keep your cool,
To stop and talk things out.
It might even get resolved right then,
And no one has to shout.

Courage
Sometimes I see some other kids
Do something hurtful and mean.
It’s not me they’re teasing,
But I still don’t like that scene.

Let calm and even voices
Always lead the way.
When you use your resolution tools,
You’ll have a pleasant day.

It’s hard to speak up for another
When I’m not directly involved,
But I muster my courage and do it,
And help get the problem resolved.

A Polite Request
I don’t like it when you yell at me,
Those orders that you’re barking.
They hurt my ears, my feelings, too.
Our relationship you’re marking.

I could sit back and do nothing,
But that’s not who I want to be.
I know I’d like someone to stand by
If someone were picking on me.

It’s softer on the other end
Of a polite request when made.
When you calm your tone and use a please,
My nerves don’t get so frayed.

I Can
When the voice inside your head
Is saying, “Yes I can!”
You’re halfway to success, my friend,
It’s part of your great plan.

You’re really much more likely
To get what you desire.
If you ask a little nicer;
That’s all that I require.

Keep your thoughts on positive
As you travel through your day,
For only you control your thoughts
And what that voice will say.
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Call & Return
Who are you? …I’m a stick-to-it kid.
When I tell the truth…I’m practicing honesty and… earning trust.
If you want somebody to do something differently, make a…polite request.
I’m the boss of me, and I have…self-discipline.
Tough choices take…strong kids.
Practice… respect honesty and fairness, in regard to everyone in all…class activities.

Implementation Strategies
Teachable Moments
Because of the social nature of physical education there are often many teachable moments that fall into
the category of personal and social responsibility. Many of these poems can be used in these moments to
illustrate a point or get students thinking in a more positive direction. They can also be used to help set
students up for success. Introducing qualities like self-control and perseverance with rhyme can help set
the tone for an activity.
Conflict Resolution
In my opinion, physical education is the best place to teach conflict resolution. Given the nature of the
subject, there is certainly plenty of opportunity for conflict. Students need to be taught that conflict is a
normal part of life, and that conflicts are going to happen. Learning to deal with them is an important skill
to practice. Role-play is great way to introduce these skills but there is no better practice than to use what
happens during a regular class. From cutting the line to not following the rules in a game, physical
education situations are great for learning conflict resolution skills. It just takes repetition, patience and
perseverance on the part of the teacher.
Level – Kindergarten
The first step in dealing with conflict is to make a polite request. When a student comes running to tell me
about something someone else is doing that’s bothering them the first thing I ask is, “Did you make a
polite request?” If they say no, I have them practice with me and then call the other student over for them
to try it out for real.
Snapshot
After several weeks of having Kindergarten students in physical education class, I choose a class to
address making polite requests. This particular group got along very well together but I was noticing
some issues when the kids were going to get drinks and choosing a place to sit at the end of class. The
honeymoon phase was over. I knew it was time to teach them how to make polite requests as the first step
in teaching conflict resolution. After everyone had checked out and was sitting on the line I sat with them
and told them to take a big deep breath through their noses and to let it out through their mouths. We
practiced that a few times and then I talked with them a bit about the fact that sometimes people choose to
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do things that bother others. And when that happens, it’s good if we have a plan on how to deal with it.
And that instead of yelling at the person, they can plan to take a deep breath, make a polite request,
asking them to stop. I asked them how it made them feel when someone raises their voice to speak harshly
at them and took some answers. Then I told them to listen carefully as I read the poem A Polite Request.
“I don’t like it when you yell at me, those orders that you’re barking. They hurt my ears, my feelings, too,
our relationship you’re marking. It’s softer on the other end of a polite request when made. When you
calm your tone and use a please, my nerves don’t get so frayed. You’re really much more likely to get
what you desire. If you ask a little nicer; that’s all that I require.” We talked a little bit about what the
words barking orders, relationships, nerves, frayed, and desire meant. Then I told them that during
physical education classes from now on when someone did something that bothered them they were going
to practice making polite requests. And that it would be a great idea to practice them outside of class too.
The next time I had them for class, I read the same poem at the end of class and did a turn to with the
vocabulary words that I had taught them last time. I also asked them if they had practiced making polite
requests and let them share some stories.
Positive Thoughts & Self-Talk
As far as I’m concerned, positive thoughts and positive self-talk are key to success in all areas of life.
Have you ever heard Kenny Rogers sing “The Greatest” or John Denver’s version of “The Little Engine
That Could?” If not, download both and give them a listen. They are great illustrations of the power of
perseverance and positive thinking to use with kids. If you want kids to have positive thoughts and
practice positive self-talk, don’t just leave it to chance. Work to make it happen. You can put the words
you want them saying to themselves into their heads by designing call & returns that foster positive selftalk. You can have one designated for each grade or class and use it when they enter the gym or when they
are ready to leave. This practice also serves to unify the class, which further helps to create a positive
learning environment.
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7
PRINCIPLES OF MOVEMENT &
MOTOR LEARNING
The laws that govern movement,
To teach them we can plan.
Our youngest are like sponges
When we help them understand.
This chapter includes two areas of teaching in physical education: basic principles that govern movement,
and the principles and stages of learning motor skills. Knowing and understanding basic principles that
govern movement can help students develop skills by helping strengthen the brain-body connection. Once
they understand a concept as it relates to one skill, it’s easy to help them apply that same principle to
improving similar skills. In addition, helping students understand the stages that people go through as they
learn physical skills can help them to focus on feedback, make changes, and improve performance. This
knowledge can also help them practice patience as they move through the stages themselves. Many of
these poems work best with older elementary and even middle school students.

Poems

She’s more consistent with the skill,
She’s looking real relaxed;
She doesn’t have to think so much,
And doesn’t seem so taxed.

Skill Stages
When you learn a new skill,
You have to think it first.
This is called the learning phase
And helps you develop thirst.

You also have an older friend –
His movement’s less erratic.
He doesn’t have to think at all:
He’s reached phase automatic.

You notice that you have a friend
Who really gets it fast.
She’s moved on to practicing,
And will help you out if asked.

His body knows just what to do;
He has integrated movements.
I guess with thoughtful practice,
I’ll show some great improvement.
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Balance

I think it first – And then I move.
The result you see – Is that I improve.

Balance offers you control
In everything you do.
Practice balance often
And you’ll be more skillful, too.

Sometimes I change – All on my own.
I see what happens – I’m in the zone.
The ball flies high – Out of control.
I change how I move – ’Cause I was trying to
roll.

Keep your head over your shoulders,
And your hips over your knees.
Don’t look down – look up ahead,
Especially when on skis.

I’m self-directed – It’s a great way to be.
I can think on my own – It’s all up to me.

And bend those knees;
They absorb the force
Especially when landing –
After jumping, of course.

The Body Knows
Do you ever stop and wonder
Just how the body knows
How to skip that jump rope
And really make great throws?

Force
Force is a principle,
Helpful to understand.
Make it stronger or lighter,
Make adjustments as planned.

It doesn’t have to stop and think,
Once it’s truly learned a skill,
Like riding that new bike of yours
Down a great big hill.

Change your speed of movement,
Or your range of motion.
The ball won’t hit that window,
And cause a big commotion.

At first, when you were learning,
Things were wobbly and slow.
But once you got the hang of it,
You really made it go.

The number of muscles used
Plays a great big role.
In keeping any object –
Under your control.

Your brain, it might forget things,
As you learn and grow.
New stuff moves in and takes the space
Of things learned long ago.

Feedback
Muscle memory is stronger,
It’s really very clever.
Often, things the body knows
Will stay with you forever.

I learn new skills – It’s lots of fun.
I strike, I throw – I jump and run.
Sometimes new – Is kind of hard.
So my teacher plays – Her feedback card.
She watches as – I start to learn.
Then her brain – Begins to churn.
She offers feedback – I listen well.
I make the change – And she can tell.

Trajectory
Trajectory? What did you say?
Such large words you use today!
It’s the pathway that an object takes,
It also includes any turn that it makes.
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How you move and the force you create
Will determine whether that path is straight.

Surface, friction, spin, and angles
Affect where balls will go.
Thinking about those principles –
It really helps, you know.

Learning the most efficient way
Is worth the time when you go to play.

It takes a little thinking
To understand this stuff.
Your teacher, (s)he can help you
When the thinking gets too tough.

That ball will sail where you want it to:
I’d like to throw it right to you.
Rebound

The more you understand,
The smarter you’ll become.
You’ll make your own discoveries –
That makes learning lots of fun.

Bounce, bounce, bounce,
The dribbler gets it right.
It rebounds to him,
It doesn’t take flight.

Call & Return

Pass, pass, pass,
The ball goes where it should
It rebounds to my friend,
Just like I knew it could.

Balance is…Control.
Motion is…Power.
Stability is… firmness of balance.
A ball will always bounce…in the direction of its
spin.
It makes no sense to keep doing something the
same way and expect…different results.
Muscle memory is…forever.
Use…feedback …to make…
improve… performance.
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Implementation Strategies
Connections
There are so many instances during the year when I use the call & return, “Balance is…Control.” I
couldn’t begin to count them all. Balance is a concept that connects just about everything we do. Even the
youngest students can make that connection, and using that call & return when appropriate helps them to
think about practicing good balance so that they have more control over their bodies and objects. If a
student is attempting something for the first time and would be more successful if he/she thought about
balance, I throw this out to the class, or I might use this call & return with students individually as they
work. Many call & returns that address principles of movement and motor learning can be used with the
whole group chorally or with individuals to get kids to focus on something they need to think about in
order to experience more success.
Flip Charts
Keeping a flip chart that has some of the poems printed at the focal point with illustrations around the
perimeter creates a great way to get a class to focus on a particular concept or skill. The snapshot I have
included here illustrates the use of one, but the same could be done for all of the poems in this book.
Creating a flip chart with many of the rhymes (or portions of the rhymes) and keeping it handy makes it
easier to use them when teaching. It’s kind of like having an assortment of bulletin boards available at any
time. Once the time has been invested in the initial work, it makes it really easy to use over time.
Level – Third & Fourth Grade
I have found that when you teach kids the stages that they go through as they learn new skills it helps them
identify where they are and connect their thoughts with their movement, especially in the learning stage.
Prior to this snapshot students had been introduced to scarf juggling and had begun working through a
progression I use in order to help them master the basic 3 scarf cascade pattern.
Snapshot
We were gearing up for some fitness testing that was coming up and students began class by participating
in fitness stations. I was using scarf juggling as a transition from stations to the remainder of class. After
students cooled down and got drinks they transitioned to a series of tasks that took them through the scarf
juggling progression. As students became more proficient at the skill, they moved more quickly through
the progression. I felt this was a great time to use this page of my flip chart to be sure students who were
having difficulty moving on were connecting their thoughts to their movement. I like to refer to this skill as
“thinking it as you move it” and will often say this to kids as they’re working. On the flip chart I had
printed the poem Skill Stages and around the poem I had cut out different pictures of kids practicing skills
that I felt would illustrate it well. After students had transitioned to their scarf juggling progression and
were at various levels, I stopped the class and gathered them around the flip chart. I read them the poem
and then demonstrated the cascade pattern with 3 scarves. I asked them to guess what skill stage I was
working at. Most came up with automatic. I told them that they were right and I was at the automatic
stage. Then I did a quick turn-to with the group and asked them what they noticed about my movement
that would lead them to believe that I was in the automatic stage. After a brief discussion, I read them the
poem on the flip chart and asked that they follow along with me. Then I pointed out that many of them
were in the learning stage and when learning a new skill it is very important to connect the brain with the
movement until it becomes more automatic. Another important point that I made was in regard to using
feedback they get from the result of their movement in order to make conscious changes that will improve
performance. Repeating the same mistakes over and over again just makes it harder in the long run
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because those patterns become part of muscle memory and must be unlearned. It’s a lot easier to go
through the steps to learn skills correctly the first time. Then I sent them back to work and walked around
offering feedback to individuals.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE
Dear Physical Educator,
It’s fun to find new and creative ways to teach. My students have enjoyed these rhymes as we work
together to build skills, knowledge, and habits for healthy and active futures. I hope that you find them
useful as you work to physically educate your students. I would love to hear your feedback. If you would
like to share, please contact me via email at liz@learningonthemove.org or lizzygbrown@gmail.com.
To find more resources for teaching and learning in physical education visit www.learningonthemove.org.
Yours for healthy & active children,
Liz
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